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Returning to the subject of "educational"
programs for the Dragon, we have just
spent a fairly depressing period re-
v iewi ng ba tches of educa tiona I so f tware
from a number of sources (who shall
remain nameless.) Frankly, we have
been trDubled by the approach which most
writers, some of them so-called "consult-
ants", have used. To our mind, simply
putting onto the screen what a ~elf-
teaching book could present ("fill in the
blanks and then look up the answer on
page 10") is not using the Dragon for
what it was intended. Equally, some of
the programming techniques used are so
amateur (jerky scrolling, etc.) that we
think that some of these "experts"
should have a word with with teenage
games writers, who have been sending in
programs.

A number of the programs reviewed used
graphics, but, here again, most did
nothing that a printed picture or even
a film strip couldn't do. The potential
of the micro is interaction - the infin-
itely variable responses, calculated in
milliseconds, that result from user inpuL
That's what microcomputing is about!

Fortunately, some writers have cracked it
and we were delighted that one of the
first educational tapes that seemed to
fill the bill was written for the Dragon.
Premier have just released an ecological
simulation, which presents the growth of
a plant over a three year period, with a
neat combination of text screens and high
resolution graphics. The basis of the
program involves all the factors which
affect plant growth, from seasonal
weather variations to ecological compet-
ition. It plays like a game, with the
object being to create the maximum
number of "offspring", while surviving
the game period. The "player" decides
how to allocate the plant energy gener-
ated, accor6ing to weather, sunshine,



root growth, etc., etc. and the results are shown on the hi-res screen.
It sounds simple, but a multitude of factors interact and, during the
course of the seasons, the "player" will constantly get it wrong until
he/she begins to understand how the many factors ineract. For example,
you may spend too long building up foliage during the summer and by the
time your flowers are developing nicely and you call for seed production,
the Dragon regretfully advises you that the Autumn temperature has fallen
too far to allow the flowers to set.

Another result of lack of planning was the apparent success in dropping
lots of seeds and growing stacks of offspring. All very nice, except
for the fact that the mass of young plants filled the screen and started
competing with the parent plant to the extent that energy production
suffered badly (due to competition.)

With an infinite number of approaches to the problems of plant growth,
from initial seed to maturity, the whole simulation provided what we regard
as the essential role of the Dragon in such cases. It enabled the user
to learn by experiment, in a way that no book or blackboard could imitate -
and provided an enjoyable game into the bargain!

We also received an educational game from a young Nottingham programmer,
which took the testing of basic mathematics one step further. The game,
"Maths Trek", covers addition, subtraction, multiplication, division,
squares and areas options and no less than 50 difficulty levels. In this
case, the Enterprise's journey in deep space depends on correct responses
to the Dragon's maths queries and your laser cannons will not lock on to
the Klingon attacker until the correct answer to the last query is given.
An amusing approach to the testing of maths, which had our own six and
eight year olds busily working out sums on scraps of paper for several
hours. Had we asked them to carry out the exercise as homework, we'd have
got a very frosty response!

Anyone else out there got any views on the sort of educational programs
we need?

(Premier Publications 'plant Ecology' £5.95; Dungeon Software 'Maths-Trek'
by Mark'Jones £5.95.)

**********************************************************************

Mr. B. Boyde-Shaw, who operates 'BYTE' Micro Computing Centre at
7, Riverway, Nailsea, Avon, BS19 1HZ (and is a Club Member) has offered
members a printing service for the Dragon 32. ~ listing £1.00, plus
strong SAE for return of tape.

He has also started a Club in South Avon for all computer users in the
South West of England, with its own Dragon section - annual fee £7.50,
which includes free magazine, news letters, free advice, discounted
software, club booklets and listing service.

**********************************************************************
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, Love,~)J~__:--
.~PS I had the notepaper before I

had a bad press.
-...

.~.. ~
~ -

'.Mr-~'

Dear Dungeon Master (do you have a name, or do you fear losing your soul
if you reveal it?)

Thank you for my first copy 'of Dragon's Teeth. I am a total beginner so I'd
like to see an Idiot's Column for those what know nuthin'. It could have
in it things like DON'T PUT YER TAPES ON TOP OF THE TV OR COMPUTER in large
friendly letters. I didn't know that was a Bad Thing. How long would they
have to be there before they got damaged? Following on from that,1 assume
a sensible tip for mobile Dragon owners would be Don't let airport security
X-ray your suitcase if it's got programmes in it?

Actually I do have one serious tip which has nothing whatever to do with
programming but a lot to do with the miles of spaghetti that hang out of
the back of whatever unit you use for Dragon,TV and Tape. To stop them
getting hopelessly tangled and to permit at least a halfhearted attempt
at hoovering beind the unit, use some of the wire-reinforced strips that
come with polythene bin liners to gather the wires together. You can also
use things 1ike tni5''';> c:::J)
from freezer shops
and garden centres if you go in for that sort of thing.(lf you have TIME
for such things now you've got a toy to play with ....) All serve the same
purpose, ie to stop you breaking a leg as you trip over the stupid cables.

Here is a review. Salamander's Star Trek (which appears now to be called
Dragon Trek, but mine deflnately says S-T-A-R ...That spells star, doesn't
it? As I was saying. Salamanders Star Trek. I like it, but be sure to use
the fast option.
OK so it's not much of a review, but I know what I like.

Finally, since dungeons are full of cobwebs and things,
your little dragon Dusty.

suggest you call

May I have a badge please?

had my Dragon, but I ~ dragons. They've
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REVIEW

There were no loading problems
contained within the programs.
favourites', i.e., they are all
some years now. The games are
Lander, Noughts and Crosses and

and all the necessary instructions were
All games can be described as 'old

well-known games that have been around
Blackjack, Donkey Derby, Kingdom, Lunar
Hunt the Wumpus.

for

SALAMANDER GAMES by Clive Gifford

a) GAMES COMPENDIUM

There are many cassettes containing a collection of games for the Dragon,
each one claiming that they are the best, so I wondered how Salamander's
Games Compendium would compare with the opposition.

A~ with Salamander's usual format, the cassette was contained within a
custom case with,surprisingly, a black and white inlay card. There is an
A4 printed sheet with the loading instructions as well as some special
instructions for the last game on the cassette, Lunar Lander, which is the
one game requiring a joystick.

The first game on the cassette was Donkey Derby. As it's name suggests,
this is a game where you must gamble on a horse race. There are 8 horses
with such unlikely names as Peg Leg and Derby Sage. Each horse has it's
own odds which are the same for every race, for example, Apple Jack always
was favourite with the odds of 2-1. I would have liked to have seen a
different order of horses and odds every time I loaded the program but you
can't have everything I suppose. You are given 100 pounds and must try to
make your fortune. To choose a horse, you simply enter the first letter
of the horse you wish to bet on and then the size of your bet.

The course is displayed, a small tune sounded and then the race is off!
The course is in low resolution graphics, all CHR$ and SET's and there are
3 fences for the horses to negotiate. The graphics are crude but quite
effective for this game. There is a weighting given to the horses in
relation to their odds, so a 3-1 shot has a much better chance of winning
than a 40-1 bet. However, as in the racing world in real life, there are
many upsets and betting on the favourite continuously will not benefit you
at all, as I found to my cost.

The horses can fall at the fences and they lay on their backs if this mis-
fortune occurs to them. Whichever horse crosses the winning line first is
naturally the victor and, as far as I can see, there are no disqualifica-
tions or stewards' enquiries, let alone photo finishes.

There is the provision for more than one punter and the names of the various
players must be entered. This game is no great programming feat and as
a simulation of horse racing, it is rather poor but, when playing the game
with a few friends, it can give a lot of light-h~arted fun as each of you
urges your own horse on to victory.

The second game, Kingdom, is a management game where you, as dictator of
EI Lagunda, must rule as successfully as possible. There are many factors
which you must take into account when you make your decisions. The most
common problems that occur every year involve the buying and selling of land,
the planting of a certain number of acres of land for crops and how much
food to give to your hungry peasants. You must also consider guarding your
harvest from the marauding turk invaders who steal much corn. This game is
not as simple as that though, as there are also good and bad harvests,
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immigrants entering your country and starving peasants either leaving or
dying. Your subjects may force an election, in which case you will have
to invest in some campaign workers to see you back to office.

This game is pretty comprehensive with the situations mentioned above
nowhere near all the possible occurances. The other large plus feature
of this program is the range of humorous little replies that the computer
gives to your decisions. When I fed my 45 peasants with 500 bushels of corn,
the computer replied "By golly Master, thy people will bloat up like
Zepplins!" If you make any mistakes, like trying to plant 400 acres when
you only have 390, then the computer will tell you,usually in no uncertain
terms. My best period of rule lasted for 12 years before I was told that
"Frankly, Master, as a Ruler, you are a flop. Your performance was
ghastly!" You are given a breakdown of your score at the end of the game.
I enjoyed this game and consider it my favourite on this cassette.

The third game, Blackjack, is the ususal sort of Pontoon/Twenty One card
game. There is the option for multi-player games but the computer is
always the dealer. Like all the games except Lunar Lander, the game display
is in low resolution, but in Blackjack's case, the low resolution graphics
are made very good use of with large, colourful cards. You must bet on the
strength of your first card and then have the option of either sticking on
your first two cards or having further ones. You must get as close as
possible to the score of 21 while not exceeding that figure and, as in the
normal card game, five card tricks are allowed. If the scores are tied, the
dealer (the computer) wins. The game is similar to other Blackjacks
available for the Dragon and is a reasonable computerised card game.

I was not very keen at all on the Hunt the Wumpus game. This game is based
around a system of caves which you must move through, searching for the
elusive Wumpus and trying to avoid the bottomless pits and the bats which
carry you off to another location randomly. You can choose 1 of 6 different
cave systems or create your own design. To move, you enter the cave number
you wish to progress to. You have 5 arrows with which to try and kill the
Wumpus. The computer gives you little hints, such as "I feel a draught"
when there is a pit situated close by. I found this game rather tedious,
with no graphics and the same thing happening every time I played the
game. This program is not up to the standard of the others on this
cassette.

Noughts and Crosses is exactly what you would think from the title. It is
a good quality version, with a large graphic display and quick response.
You have the choice of playing the game against a friend and just using the
computer as the board, playing the computer or sitting back and watching in
amazement as the computer plays itself. The computer keeps a running score,
plays a good but balanced strategy which allows you to win occasionally and,
all in all, is a simple but entertaining game.

Lunar Lander is the final game on this cassette and requires a joystick.
It is very comprehensive, with the provision for different gravity strengths,
wind speeds and atmosphere, but with just a single PSET dot for your landing
craft, I think the display is let down. It is very difficult to get any-
where near to the landing site. While there is no doubt that the game is
very close to a simulation, I don't think that it mixes too well with the
other games, which are easy to understand, easy to play and clear and
concise. However, the game may be mastered with several hours concentrated

effort.

All these games are written in BASIC but they are all well written, well
packaged and easy to play, even though they are a little uninspiring. The
games have good instructions and are all of substantial length. None of the
games can be described as fillers to pad out the cassette, but a proper
moving graphics game instead of one of the ~trategy games would have
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improved this cassette no end. I don't think that this is the best first
cassette for a Dragon owner, but for someone who likes strategy games and
is on a tighter budget, then the £7.95 that this cassette costs is worth it.

Presentation 9
Entry Complexity 8
Play Complexity 7
Play Balance 7
Interest Level 7
Overall Rating 7i

b) SALAMANDER 'GOLF'

Having played golf for 9 years, I wondered what a computerised version for
the Dragon would be like. I seen several versions on other computers
and was not impressed by them at all, but Salamander's version was pleasantly
surprising. As usual, with all Salamander's products, the cassette came
in a good custom cassette case, with a colourful inlay card and comprehensive
instructions. There was no trouble with loading whatsoever.

Once loaded, you have the choice of a one or two player game. Both of
these games use different scoring systems known as Stableford and Matchplay
respectively. For the uninitiated, Stableford is a system whereby you are
given points in relation to the number of shots you took at a hole. If you
score one over par, you receive one point; if you get a par, you receive
two points; if you get one less than par, you receive three points and so
on. Therefore, with Stableford, you must try to attain the highest score
possible. Matchplay is simply trying to complete each hole in less strokes
than your opponent. Whoever plays the hole in fewer strokes wins the hole
and if both players take the same number of shots, then the hole is 'halved.'

After you have chosen the game you want to play, you have the choice of a
nine hole or eighteen hole game, the latter being played round the same nine
holes twice. You must then chose your handicap between 1 and 24 or, if
you are undecided, then let the computer choose your handicap randomly.
This handicap system is excellent, with the length and sometimes the
accuracy of your shots being affected in relation to your handicap. For
example, when I was playing off a 24 handicap, I hit the ball a shorter
distance usually than when I was playing off a 2 handicap.

The game starts with a short description of the hole you are about to play,
detailing its length, par and stroke index (how difficult the hole is to
play.) The screen then switches to a graphic display of the hole. The
fairways are shown in blue, the bunkers and trees in yellow and the out of
bounds area, which includes water hazards, are shown in red.

As in the real game, if your ball lands anywhere except on the fairway or
the green, you are penalised. In this game, if you land in the rough or in
the trees or bunkers, then your next shot will be shorter and there is a
greater chance of a 'topped shot', which results in your ball travelling at
most 50 or 60 yards along the ground. If you land in the out of bounds
area, you are penalised 1 stroke and will have to play again from your
previous position.

As well as these features, there are also two useful guides, a scale of 100
yards which is at the base of the screen and an arrow indicating the wind
direction and strength (the longer the arrow, the stronger the wind.)
These guides will help to influence your decision as to which direction and
with what club to play the shot.

Your ball is shown as a little yellow dot, while there is a little flashing
mark in the front of the ball to help you choose your exact direction.
The little dot is controlled with the up and down arrows. When you are
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satisfied with your aim, then you revert back to the text screen to choose
your club. You have a choice of 2 woods and 7 irons from a 3 iron down to
a 9 iron. The instructions give a yardage chart which gives you the rough
length of a shot played with a certain club. For example, the chart
indicates that a 3 iron will hit the ball 193 yards. The 9 iron allows you
to choose a strength to hit the ball at. A number between 1 and 10 must
be entered to indicate the strength of the shot and even decimals are
allowed. Once you have chosen your club, hit the spacebar and watch your
ball fly!

I have several criticisms of the shot process. The ball is just a single
PSET dot and can be difficult to see, though when the ball is stationary,
by pressing the spacebar, the ball can be made to flash. The other
critrism is of the course, which is the same very time. I know there is
a cassette for the Dragon on the market which features a special routine
which creates a different course every time. However, I doubt that there
is enough memory left after Golf was written to add anything like that.

The green is depicted as a green circle and if your ball lands on the green
then the screen changes to a large-scale picture of the green. putting on
the green is similar to playing a normal shot as you must first choose the
direction of your put in the same way that you choose your other shots, and
then you must decide the strength of your shot by choosing a number between
1 and 30 and again, decimals are allowed. Some of the greens have the
added difficulty of a slope which is shown, in a similar fashion to the wind,
by an arrow.

Playing this game for quite a few hours, one would think that it would be
easy to master the holes and return scratch or below par scores. This is
not so. Salamander have come up with a program that is more than a game.
It is an accurate simulation of golf and as all golfers know, you are never
fully in command when you are out on a golf course. You can be playing thi~
game for hours and be doing very well when suddenly you slice a drive and
find yourself in the trees.

Salamander's game mirrors the real game of golf very well. All the little
touches including the conceding of puts close to the hole are included and
add to the realism of this game. The player farthest away from the hole
always plays first and there are colourful displays for long puts and
birdies. The handicapping system is very accurate, with players receiving
7/8 of their handicap when playing Stableford and 3/4 of the difference
between the two players when playing Matchplay.

My Dad and his friend, both experienced golfers, sat down to playa Matchpla1
game over 9 holes. Since then, I have found it very difficult to use my
Dragon, as Golf seems to be played on it at any available spare moment. It
has gone so far that I'm seriously considering saving up for a new machine
or using my existing one on a time-sharing basis! This shows the enjoyment
and entertainment that this game can bring.

In conclusion, this cassette is great fun. As a golfer, I may be biased
but this cassette does provide much fun. I think that even for the non-
golfer, this cassette has something to offer and the graphics, though
simple, are effective. It is reasonably prices at £7.95 and joysticks are
not necessary.

Presentation 9i
Entry Complexity 9
Play Complexity 10
Play Balance .........•.•....... 9i
Interest Level 9
Overall Rating 9!
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LETTERS
UNSTABLE DRAGON

Since my letter re: UNSTABLE DRAGON (Issue 2), I have exchanged my
problematic Dragon for a new one. Imagine my disappointment when, the
first time I CLOADED a program into it, all in BASIC, it crashed!
Eventually I found the cause - it would not accept POKE 65495,0. I was
on the point of taking the computer back to the shop for yet another one,
when I happended to read a letter in Personal Computer News (May 20-26,
Vol 1, No. 11) from a reader who had experienced the same problem.
Apparently Dragon Data had told the reader that due to different tolerances??
this POKE will not run on all machines. They were also reported as saying
that they (Dragon Data) would not use this POKE as the Dragon was designed
to run at only 0.9 MHZ. The problem that will arise from this is that soft-
ware on sale containing POKE 65495,0 will not run on my Dragon, or on other
people's in a similar situation. If the software runs automatically on
CLOADING and cannot be broken, then it is not even possible to EDIT it out.
Obviously when one buys software one has no way of knowing whether or not a
particular program contains this speed-up POKE or not. I would be interested
to knuw if other Dragon owners have encountered this problem and also
Dragon Dungeon's own opinion, as software suppliers, reo this problem. I
noticed in the latest (Issue 3) of Dragon's Teeth - Programs, by Clive
Gifford, a reference was made to this, i.e. "...•..It has been recommended
for use by Colin Carter in his book 'Enter the Dragon' and for those people
whose Dragons also allow them to do the same.........•" etc. In other
words, some people's Dragons don't allow this POKE.

A. E. Standing,
32, st. David's Close,

Iver Heath,
Iver,

Bucks. SLO ORT.

(See article elsewhere in this edition. - D.M.)

BUSINESS DRAGON

Having just received and enjoyed my first copy of "Dragon's Teeth", I seek
some advice.

My group of companies includes one which distributes electronic components
to Timex for the ZX81 and more recently to Dragon Data. On our first visit
to Dragon we returned with a couple of units in the boot of the car plus a
number of miscellaneous cassettes of software. One Dragon now resides at
our Chief Exec's home and the other is installed here at Group H.Q. as an
advert for our customer. It is, however, our intention that it should work
for its living.

At the moment I have it set up in my office with an "EPSON" MX 100 III
printer, a Tandy "REALISTIC" CTR-56 tape recorder and an old B/W 12" portable
T.V. I have no previous knowledge of computing and have literally groped
from scratch using the Operating Manual and later adding "The Working Dragon~

The first snag encountered was the loading/saving of programs on to cassettes
- even those brought originally with the units from the Dragon works. I
tried three different types of recorder, fiddled endlessly with the volume
control but could not get any consistent results. I was advised eventually
by a Dragon dealer in Birmingham to throwaway the cassette lead supplied
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by Dragon and to make up a new lead from locally bought components and cable.
This done, there were no further problems and I have stuck to the Tandy
recorder which happened to be the last one tried.

My initial thoughts for making use of the Dragon here at Group H.Q. are:-

1) Word Processing. Have bought the "TELEWRITER" program direct from
Microdeal and am still learning how to use it before getting one of
the girls involved. So far it looks good.

2) Database. There are umpteen sets of information which lend
themselves to this type of "electronic filing cabinet" type of
storage system.

3) Consolidation of Group Accounts. We get monthly sets of financial
figures from each of the subsidiary companies and these have to be
consolidated for presentation to the Group Board.

For the implementation of (2) above, we need a good Database program and
certainly a disc storage system as soon as this is available. Your advice
re the best Database program would be most welcome.

I know of no existing program to handle (3) on a Dragon - any ideas?

Finally, I am looking, so far in vain, for a Graphics Dump program which
will work with the Epson 100.

S. H. Grindrod,
27, West View Road,

Sutton Coldfield,
B75 6AY.

(We stock several tape Database systems, but wonder whether these are
really suitable for business purposes. Quite frankly, the delays in
accessing tape are such that we think that most businesses will wish to
use a disc-based system. Once Dragon Data launch their disc drives a
whole range of OS9 Database systems will become available and at that time
we hope to be publishing reviews in Dragon's Teeth. D.M.)

WHY DO I NEED A PRINTER?
(D.T. Issue 3)

I have laboriously struggled through the early stages of "Dragon Mastery"
and feel almost in a position to open the "treasure chest" which is so full
of riches yet to be discovered. Every week I am finding out new things
the Dragon can do - certainly a printer will be the next step (while waiting
for the Disc Operating System which seems so far in the future.) However,
when looking around at printers, there is a comparative newcomer at a price
not very much more than a Seikosha 250, or Epson R80. It is alleged to be
compatible with the Dragon - but if any reader can confirm this it would
avoid an expensive mistake. The printer is the "STAR 510" (9x9 matrix,
true descenders, 100 cps, H~-Res and block graphics, Italic printing, etc.)
The sample I have seen is quieter than the Epson and the characters are as
legible as any I have seen on a dot matrix printer. Any opinions on this
from members who know the machine would be most welcome.

D. C. Simkins,
26 Hilltop Close,

Cheshunt,
Herts. EN7 6QN.
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PROGRAMMER'S VIEW

My letter relates to your Issue 3, May, and contains several points which
I have numbered with the page number.

P2. Re: 'volunteer Specialist'. In my case, this is hardware and non-
BASIC software. I know several BASIC's but you have other writers for
Dragon BASIC (but note com: P28)
Software: CESIL Used to obtain an '0' level in Computer tech.

*BASIC Used on most of machines below.
*PLM Used to control industrial machines.
FORTRAN No strings, but very powerful maths.

*M/C 8080,8085, 6502,6809.
If marked with *, then my programs were, or still are, used in Industry.

Machines used: Dec-20, PDP-11, Aim 65, Kontron, MDS (Intel), Osborne 1 and
my own Dragon. Some use with Oric, ZX80/81 and Spectrum, BBC 'B' and Atari
400.

Hardware: I/O, Load cell - 12 A/D converter, general work for electronic
vending machines, Moire fringe - Digital, plus smaller items.

General: I am currently taking an Electrical & Electronic Eng. BSc.(Hon.)
in Nottingham. The course is four years long and I am near the end of the
third.

P5. Re: 'Compatibility'. I have never had ~ compatibility problems.
This includes 5 TV's, 4 col. and 1 B/W, some brand new, some old; 4 cassettes,
Several, both on Mains and Battery. Some comments however:-

1) "Audio on" - If it sounds O.K., then it should load O.K. Try
playing a music tape.
Volume - Well, under distortion level, about i-way.
Tone - A little low.

2) If a loud hum is recorded, or if you have to remove the 'ear' plug
on recording etc., then remove the OV wire (screen) in the Mic. plug.
This is the only way to remove the earth loop.

3) Record the tape at a high level (if not automatic) about ~rds volume.
4) Make sure that you really know which wire on the Dragon lead goes with

respect to your recorder. Also check that the soldering is up to
speck - it is not always as good as expected.

5) Important - clean the head!! Cheap cleaning tape should get rid of
all the oxide.

6) If it still does not work, then there is a large phase shift in the
electronics, but I have never seen one! (See P15.)

P8. Note my name, address and post code - you got it right last time.

P15. Re: 'Loading'.
(a) Don't. It is too easy to touch the tape and hence you obtain
"dropout." Just rewind and type:-

Motor on: Sound 50,160: For A=l to 100: Next: Motor off.
This will have the same effect, the For A= ..... NEXT is optional.
In any case, the first few cm. of tape are U/S anyway, as the tape can
be pulled out of shape.
(b) Check P5. This problem is unknown to me; it will give no error if
I playa Saxon tape, say, after typing CLOAD (M).
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P16. Loc (Hex)
148
99
9A
9C etc.
Also
120
121/2
123/4
125
126/7
128/9

P21. DN
UF

Com.
Must be zero if change, FF=Default
Printer comma field width
Printer last comma field
As listed in your letter

Number of BASIC commands in the table
Vector to BASIC command name table
Vector to BASIC command vector table
Number of functions in table
Vector to BASIC function name table
Vector to BASIC function vector table

Device Number e.g. If EOF(-22) ...
Undefined Function (call)

P22. I could help in reviewing books, as long as they are not too long
or if they contain silly, short deadlines for its review. In general,
any book but not any "teach yourself BASIC" type.

P25. DLOAD "FILE NAME",A
If A=O=) 300 band, A=1=7 2400 band. Note to reviewer of Cousins, DLOAD
is not a 6809 function, it is a firmware function. The same goes for
CSAVE, CLOAD,..... See your own M/C corner.

P28. There is a further bug in the ROM's; USRO is O.K. but the other mal-
function. I heard that this is general, not just to the few I have seen.

General. Is there a firm date for the 64K up-grade (with RS232?)

I hope that this letter is useful - sorry that the text is handwritten,
but my centronics/daisywheel interface is not yet fully built.

P.S. - Re: TIP on Issue 3; Oh dear!, why don't you buy the real Dragon
memory map, 590 locations and calls. Sorry, I've forgotten who sells it.

Mr. K. Allen,
10, Ashby Rd.,

Shepshed, Leics.

May I take this opportunity of joining the ranks of the many Dragonites
who have gone into print to applaude your venture in forming the Dungeon Clui

LOCAL USER GROUP?

As you may realise, I have put my firey friend to work in this instance with
the superb Telewriter Wordprocessor and the Seikosha GP-100R Printer. Does
anyone know of a method to include a mail-shot facility with the Telewriter?
Would it be possible to send me a copy of the "English" translation of the
Seikosha manual prepared by Messrs. Brain, as stated at the end of their
article in the May issue of DT?

However, the Dragon's use is not solely restricted to games and word-
processing. I use the Dragon and various Printers in certain areas connecte,
with my job, in particular for development of small DBMS applications and
some scientific work.

Do you know of any Dragon users in the Woodspring area of Avon who have
already, or would be interested in, forming a local Users Group/Club?

Robert A. Jewell FIMLS,
Haematology, weston General Hospital,

The'Boulevard, Weston Super Mare,
Avon. BS23 1PH.
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CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

As an electronics engineer, I would be particularly interested if anyone
has a Circuit Diagram of the Dragon 32?

Mr. R. L. English,
Division E.P.,

BAT15/R014,
C.E.R.N.,

Geneva,
Switzerland.

DRAGON SOFTWARE

I would like to take this opportunity to say how much I enjoyed reading
the first two issues of Dragon's Teeth. As a newcomer to microcomputing
I found the other members' tips and comments very helpful and look forward
to receiving more in future issues.

You may be interested in some comments I have on Dragon software. Firstly,
I wholeheartedly endorse Andrew Read's review of Deaths Head Hole. It is
an extremely different adventure style game and I like the way it changes
as you gain experience. From the same source comes Champions, the role-
playing football manager game. I have found this totally addictive even
though I cannot manage to get my team promoted. It seems relatively easy
to head the League for the first 16/18 weeks but every time disaster strikes
at the season's end. At least I now know not to apply for the Liverpool
vacancy!!

Calixto Island I felt was somewhat harshly reviewed by Mike Cartwright and
his comments about starting from scratch each time amazed me. Like its
sister game, Black Sanctum, it has a save game facility - perhaps Mr. .*
Cartwright needs to read the game instructions more closely!! The main
failing for both was, I agree, in the command structure. It was tedious
typing GO NORT rather than N but, of that type, I felt both games were
reasonably inventive. They are, of course, aimed at relatively experienced
adventurers but so what. This category certainly helps to restore flagging
confidence and frayed nerves when tackling some of the more esoteric games
currently around and I felt was dismissed undeservedly.

Not everyone wants graphics in their adventures and I must admit I am ordering
Pimania with some reservations. My experience of graphic style is limited
to Quest on the Dragon and Dragonquest on the BBC'B', neither of which did
I think were enhanced by graphics. My main experience with adventures has
been of the text variety. On a Xerox B20 I solved Colossal Adventure and
am near the end of Cranston Manor. A friend has a BBC'B' on which we have
struggled with Dungeon, Castle of Riddles and Philosophers Quest, indeed
none of them are yet solved, although Castle of Riddles is very nearly
completed. I do not believe any of these games wold have benefitted from
graphics, although of course everyone has their own point of view.

Another review that I must disagree with is the Morrison (Micro) Chess
program. I used to play chess regularly some years ago and for a couple
of years played Insurance Company League chess. As I generally played in
the fifth team my standard really cannot be called terribly high and, anyway,
I can't have played more than a dozen games in the last 5 years. I started
at Level 1 and won within 10 minutes, so switched to Level 4. This took
perhaps 12 minutes due to the slightly longer thinking time although the
playing level seemed if anything lower than Levell. Level 6 was my next
port of call which went by in 25 minutes. In desperation I tried Level 8.
I did not beat the computer because, near the end (it was losing), it
suddenly locked in a loop and refused to move even though I left it for
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half an hour. Finally I tried Level 7. This game was harder than Level 8
but was spoilt when it suddenly added a pawn to the board and then lqcked
itself up refusing to display the cursor. I tried Level 7 again and played
an extremely risky and attacking game. The defence was so poor I ended up
mating the computer with a queen on the eighth rank. This may not sound
unusual except that it was a queened pawn and both black and white had all
major pieces on the board apart from the rooks which had been exchanged.

Indeed, I am so disappointed with this tape that I am returning it to
Morrisons in the hope that they will refund my money.

On a happier note, let me rave about a compilation tape by Activity Software,
which you do not seem to stock. Quite simply, if there are 40,000+ Dragon
owners then Activity should sell 40,000+ copies. At £5.75 it contains 8
programs, 4 of which are worthy of individual sale. It makes good use of
graphics (see, I do like them really) and sound and the version of Hangman is
really novel.

Finally, I come to what ranks as the most soul-destroying game I have come
across. It is called, as perhaps you have guessed, Madness and the Minotaur
After 10 hours of play over several days I finally discovered the .
mushroom. Elated, I rushed and woke my wife (not a good idea on reflection
then found my way back to the 'room of enchantment' on the first floor.
I learnt the first spell, moved one location and my joy evaporated. One of
the many random factors came into play and all my exits from the room were
blocked. The spell I had just learnt was apparently not the one for un-
blocking passages and so I found it impossible to escape. I am still
amazed that my Dragon only suffered verbal abuse.

This adventure seems too random to be ever solved. Not only are the items
randomly placed at the start of each adventure but the special effects they
have change, the passages and rooms change or get blocked and the creatures
randomly appear. It is exceedingly disconcerting when you have mapped that
a particular room is west of a location to discover next time round in the
same game it has switched to east. I shall watch your letters column with
interest to see if anyone else writes on this game. It's the only one I've
seen that makes the BBC'B's Philosophers Quest seem easy.

I'm sorry I weht on at such length but at least it shows enthusiasm.

Trevor London,
9 The Heath,

Chaldon,
Caterhal'1,

Surrey. CR3 5DJ.

DUTCH TABS
,

In response to the question of N. Bennett on p.18 of the May D.T. about
tabbing, I give the following program that does it. As I'm a novice on
m/c programming, it could probably be done more efficiently. First you
have to run this program in order to store the m/c program. Then you can
load another program. The program is stored in the first graphic page,
so you can't use it. With the down arrow key the machine comes in the
keyboard repeat mode until the beginning of the next line. Changing
number 224 in line 50 between 224 and 255 will change the tab set. The
program uses the RAMhook on location 362, mentioned in the booklet from
Dragon Data "Information for m/c users."
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10 FOR 1=1536 TO 1584 : READ A : POKE I,A : NEXT
20 FOR 1=362 TO 364 : READ A : POKE I,A : NEXT
30 DATA 52,82,182,1,86,129,223,38,37,134
40 DATA 16,183,1,108,32,2,52,82,182,0
50 DATA 137,138,192,129,224,39,14,134,255,142
60 DATA 1,80,167,128,140,1,90,38,249,32
70 DATA 5,134,0,183,1,108,53,82,57,126,6,0
80 NEW

Ted Arnold Bik,
Vilenstede 12,

1183 AH Amstelveen,
Netherlands.

DLOAD

I think I know what DLOAD does. According to the book "TRS Color Computer
Graphics" by Don Inman, it means you can'doubleload' machine code programs
from another computer but it doesn't go into any more details. Also,
regarding the problem of characters changing and programs corrupting them-
selves. This also happens on the ORIC, according to Personal Computer
News issue 12 and is due to a problem with Microsoft Basic when using large
arrays. Apparently, unused strings are filling memory and the solution is
to regularly ask for the amount of free memory, which on the ORIC also
forces the Basic to clear up these old strings. Whether this will work on
the Dragon I've not been able to try as my Dragon is very temperamental in
this region.

I just want to ask you why you've stopped supplying the Top 10 sales to •
Popular Computing Weekly. The charts from Boots aren't interesting, since J
they don't have such a wide range of programs as you.

Philip Dooley,
13 Rossmore Gardens,

Little Sutton,
South Wirral,

Cheshire. L66 1NR.

(We wouldn't argue with your final comment, although Boots will no doubt
extend their range as time goes on. Obviously magazines have to take
into account potential advertising and undoubtedly the explanation relates
to this. - D.M.)

TIPS
This month's winning tip (or rather tips) comes from Mr. D.G. Rendle
of Southampton:

Here is an idea that I had for saving Dragon 32 graphics on tape.

Since some graphics can take over a quarter of an hour to be drawn, I
thought it would be much handier to be able to save them on tape, so that
they can be replaced into memory in a fraction of the time.

The method I came across is based upon the CSAVEM command described in the
manual. The graphic pages for the Dragon 32 are at the following
locations:-
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PAGE 1.......................•...... HEX ADRESS 600-BFF
2 COO-llFF
3 1200-17FF
4•....................................... 1800-1DFF
5...................•.................... lEOO-23FF
6.....................•.................. 2400-29FF
7 :.••.............•......•....... 2AOO-2FFF
8...............•...•••...••....•..•..... 3000-35FF

PMODE 0 uses only 1 page. PMODEs 1 and 2 use 2 pages, and PMODEs 3 and 4
use 4 pages. So, assuming that your start-page was 1, you can save your
graphics using one of the commands below:-

CSAVEM "NAME", &H600, &HBFF, &H600
CSAVEM "NAME", &H600, &HllFF, &H600
CSAVEM "NAME", &H600, &H1DFF, &H600

(for PMODE 0)
(for PMODE 1 or 2)
(for PMODE 3 or 4)

All things being equal, your graphics masterpiece is now on tape.

To access it at any time use the CLOADM command:

CLOADM "NAME" or simply CLOADM

Once loading is complete, type in the following to display the graphics:-

10 PMODE 4, 1 : SCREEN 1,1
20 GOTO 20

NOTE that line 10 sets up the graphics mode as it was in your original
program. But changing of the PMODE value can give some interesting results.

Run the above program and see what you get!

A note on the use of hexadecimal numbers - if you ever want to convert a
hex number to decimal, type in

PRINT n

where n is the hex number with &h in front of it.
the decimal value.

Your Dragon will return

And finally, here's a simple little program that will give you a real idea
of your Dragon's memory capacity - It dimensions X$ (4925) and then makes
each X$ contain 242 chars. When it's done that, it prints every single
character - and for those of you who like figures, that makes

1,191,850 characters!!

1 CLEAR 1
2 DIM X$(4925)
3 FOR I = 1 TO 4925
4 X$(I) = "Z....(*242)"
5 NEXT I
6 FOR X=l TO 4925 : PRINT X$(X)
7 NEXT X

(We await Mr. Rendle's choice of software to the value of £15.00 for
his winning tip(s). - D.M.)
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M/C TO BASIC

Last month Dominic Gill's program to enter short m/c routines had to be left
out, but we now list it below:-

5 REM PROGRAM TO ENTER & CSAVEM SHORT MACHINE CODE ROUTINES IN HEX FROM
ASSEMBLY LISTING

10 CLS : PRINT "PROGRAM TO ENTER & CSAVEM","MACHINE CODE IN HEX
20 PRINT "BY DOMINIC GILL: MARCH 1983"
30 PRINT "WITH ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS TO","MIKE JARVIS"
40 PRINT: PRINT" ** ENTER 2 OR 4 HEX DIGITS"," ONLY AT EACH ENTRY"
50 PRIN"I:" ** PAIRS OF ZEROS ALWAYS"," TO BE ENTERED SEPARATELY"
60 PRINT" ** TO OMIT ADDRESS"," ENTER A MINUS NUMBER"
70 PRINT" ** TO END, ENTER END
80 PRINT@480, "PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE"
90 K$=INKEY$ : IF K$O CHR$(13)THEN90
100 CLS : PRINT "ENTER HEX START ADDRESS";: INPUTST$ : PRINT
110 H$ ~ "&H"
120 ~T=VAL(H$+ST$)
130 REM ST=DECIMAL START ADDRESS
140 L=ST
150 REM L=VARIABLE ADDRESS NO.
160 PRINTTAB(2)"CURRENT";:PRINTTAB(11 )"PRESENT";:PRINTTAB(20)"HEX"
170 PRINTTAB(2)"ADDRESS";:PRINTTAB(11)"CONTENT";:PRINTTAB(20)"POKE":PRINT
180 PRINTTAB(4)HEX$(L);:PRINTTAB(13)HEX$(PEEK(L));" ";
190 INPUTPK$:IFPK$="END"THEN270
200 REM PK$= HEX POKE
210 PK=VAL(H$+PK$)
220 REM PK=DECIMAL POKE
230 IFPK<.OTHENL=L+l : GOT0180
240 IFPK" 255THENPOKEL, INT(PK/256) :PK=PK-INT(PK/256 )*256:L=L+1
250 POKEL,PK:L=L+l
260 GOT0180
270 PRINT : PRINT"ROUTINE ENTERED"
280 PRINT: PRINT"LAST HEX ADDRESS POKED = ";HEX$(L-l)
290 PRINT"WITH HEX VALUE ";HEX$(PK)
300 PRINT: PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO",,"CSAVEM THIS ROUTINE? yiN
310 K$=INKEY$ : IFK$=""THEN310
320 IFK$="Y"THEN340
330 IFK$="N"THENSTOPELSE310
340 PRINT"ENTER PROGRAM NAME"i:INPUTPN$
350 PRINT : PRINT"READY TO RECORD? yiN
360 K$=INKEY$: IFK$=""THEN360
370 IFK$="Y"THEN390
380 IFK$="N"THENSTOPELSE360
390 REM CSAVEM PROGRAM
400 REM NC=NO. OF COPIES RECORDED
410 NC=NC+l:CSAVEMPN$,ST,L-l ,ST
420 PRINT"CSAVEM AGAIN? yiN"
430 K$=INKEY$:IFK$=""THEN430
440 IFK$="Y"THEN410
450 IFK$="N"THEN460ELS~.a,...~ 0
460 CLS:PRINT~ N<.;
470 IFNC=l THEN PRINT"COPY RECORDED"ELSE PRINT "COPIES RECORDED"
480 PRINT:PRINT"AFTER CLOADMING",
490 PRINT"M/C PROGRAM","'''i PN$i"'"
500 PRINT"FROM TAPE, ENTER __"
510 PRINT:PRINT" CLEAR 200,";ST-l;" ";"THEN EXEC"
520 PRINT:PRINT"TO OPERATE"
530 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:END
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APPENDING
The second most common query received by the Dungeon (after loading and
saving) is how to add one program to another.

With apologies to all those who have written in to explain how to complete
this operation (inexplicably left out of the manual), we give below the full
procedure:-

1. Check the program you wish to have at the beginning and find the highest
line number. CSAVE it.

2. RENUMber the second program so that the first line has a higher line
number than the last line number of the first program.

3. CSAVE the second program in its renumbered form.

4. Clear the Dragon by switching off.

5. CLOAD the first program.

6. Type PRINT PEEK(28). If the answer printed is '0' or '1', to to step 9.

7. Type POKE 25,PEEK(27) and press ENTER.

8. Type POKE 26,PEEK(28) - 2 and press ENTER
the second program.

Go to step 11 to CLOAD

9. If, when you asked the computer to PRINT PEEK(28) in step 6, it answered
with a '0' or a '1', then type POKE 25,PEEK(27) - 1 and then press
ENTER .

10. Type POKE 26, PEEK(28) + 254 and press ENTER.

11. Now CLOAD the second program.

12. DO NOT TRY TO RUN OR LIST THE PROGRAM before carrying out the next step.

13. Type POKE 25, 30 and press ENTER.

14. Type POKE 26, 1 and press ENTER.

15. The two original programs are now merged as a single program (check by
listing.)

*********************************************************************

R.R. Computer Services of 2a, Frithwood Avenue, Northwood, Middlesex,
are now offering a new service to owners of the Dragon 32 microcomputer.

For £3.00 they will return your program (on cassette) with a printer
listing.

*********************************************************************

Mr. C. Reed of Darlington reports good recorder compatability with
his Dragon and the Hitachi TRQ-38.

*********************************************************************
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MINI- REVIEWS
~RAND PRIX'from Salamander Software, reviewed by Edwin G.A. Aird

Having read the history of the Salamander Group (P.C.W. April7, 1983), I was
eager to try one of their games. Grand Prix apparently has all the features
of a good game - multiple difficulty level, joystick control, etc. - plus the
added attraction of the choice of race track (8) based on actual tracks,
which could presumably allow the enthusiast to be able to name the actual
corners and their level of difficulty. Two players can race against each
other or, since there is a timer and lap counter display, one player can race
against the clock. Collisions can occur if your leave the track or hit
another car. At lower levels of difficulty these may not be fatal but at
higher levels they are. Oil slicks can add to your problems.

My reservation about this game is that it is not all arcade type car race
and it lacks any sense of real movement and picture of what is happening.
The car is presented as a dot on a narrow band of colour (the road), which
might just as well be a snail making its way along a twig while trying not
to falloff! This is obviously just a Basic program, with all the limita-
tions that brings. Even the fatal crashes were silent. So, rather a
disappointing game, in spite of its attractive packaging. However, it does
hold your interest more as you learn to master the joystick control, with its
interesting device using the button for acceleration and braking to give a
certain sense of racing.

~OSMIC ZAp'from Microdeal, reviewed by Edwin G.A. Aird

This is a fast action, arcade game in high res. graphics. You are commander
of a star gate, controlling access to your home galaxy and continually
attacked by the alien craft. Your laser can fire from the centre of the
screen in four directions to zap the enemy ships (lovely explosion effects)
or their photon torpedoes. If you survive a round of attacking ships (the
number of ships is indicated by the height of a colour bar), orbiting death
satellites will materialise. You must aim carefully to destroy them.
Aiming and firing is done by joystick. The game ends either when your three
shields have been destroyed, or after three gun melt-downs. To avoid melt-
downs, the laser gun has to be used economically. The coloured column on
the right of the screen indicates how close to melt-down you are.

The colours are superb and the action very fast. There are 15 levels of
difficulty, which allow you to choose the level of concentration you can cope
with. The children could manage scores of up to 50,000 on level 0, 5,000
at level 10 and 2,500 at level 15; I could only manage 350 on level 15
before being zapped! I didn't make it on the score card, even though it
shows the nine highest scores and the level at which the named player played.

An excellent game if you like zapping and having the adrenalin racing.

'ALIENS +'from Wizard Software, reviewed by Gareth J. Hurfurt.

Aliens + is another version of Space Invaders, written in Basic. The
program itself was fairly lengthy and doesn't leave much memory space.
The start is time consuming, filling up the screen with aliens and printing
'ALIENS +' in the centre, but I found no loading problems. The instructions
are short and to the point. After these instructions, the program goes
through printing the aliens on the screen again and then there is a long
pause (presumably it is setting up the graphics.)

Before you start there is a tone countdown so, if you fell asleep waiting,
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you don't lose your first man without knowing! Displayed across the top of
the screen is your score, the high score and the number of ships you have
left.

In each wave there are a lot more aliens than in the original version -
forty-eight altogether. At the bottom of the screen there are four bases
which only take three shots to penetrate, so this stops the old trick of
blowing a hole through the base and firing through at the aliens. The
movement of the aliens is horizontal only, so they are always the same
distance away from you. When you start, it appears that the aliens are
firing down at you but, as I wiped some of the aliens away, I found out that
they weren't firing at all - the bullets were raining from the sky.

The movement is with left and right arrows and up arrow to fire. The fire
is O.K. but the response to the left and right arrow keys is sluggish.

When your score reaches about 600 a red mother ship appears at the top,
worth 100 points and, after that, it appears at regular intervals.

Overall, this game is an average version of Invaders that could be improved
on by being sped up but, being in Basic, it is inevitable that it would be
slow. It is the hardest version of Invaders that I have seen but much of
that is due to the invisible aliens firing on you and slow response to the
movement keys.

'SMASH' from Wizard Software, reviewed by Gareth J. Hurfurt.

This is yet another version of Breakout, with a start similar to that of
Aliens +,reviewed above, except that it prints blocks instead of Aliens.
The instructions, again, are short and sweet but giving you ample knowledge
of the game. After going through its start sequence again, it moves on to
a Demo Mode (which will play until it is stopped.) Again, there were no
loading problems.

At the top of the screen there are five layers in the wall, each worth a
different number of points. To begin with, you get six balls which are
displayed at the top of the screen. When (and if) the wall is cleared it
appears again. After playing once the wall changes and then, after two
attempts on the second wall, it changes again. If you suceed in clearing
the second wall it returns to the first wall again. The keys to move are
the left and right arrow keys, which give a good response.

When the game ends, it returns to the Demo Mode which you must allow to begin
before you can escape from it. After a while, this gets irritating as it
takes time to run through this routine.

The game itself is a ~ood version of Breakout but it could do with a quick
escape from the Demo Mode. It uses PMODE3, so it is colourful and would
appeal to younger children rather than adults.

TELEWRITE R
The feedback on Microdeal's excellent tape-based word-processing system has
been uniformly favourable, with many members praising the program highly.
However, we give below two entirely opposing views, which create something
of a mystery. Perhaps members could comment on Paul Grade's problems.

First, the good news! .
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PROGRESSING TO 'TELEWRITER'

TELEWRITER is the only software package I felt I ought to have for the
Dragon 32 and it has opened up a new dimension in our home computing.

Back in the days of the 16K mainframe, when typewriters had to have Qwerty
keyboards with characters arranged to avoid hammers jamming, the requirement
for word processing at home was germinating. No way was I going to purchase
a typewriter until I could correct my mistakes by combining the two tech-
nologies and in those days that would have cost me a life's salary. So I
forgot my dreams until my children, in their ignorance, asked me if I could
take a computer along to their school. At that time the only computer I
knew was a monster in terms of space and power consumption. My son did get
his computer at school, since my company loaned me a ZXBO and a Commodore Pet.
However, the difference between the two machines was one year's salary and
the ZXBO left a lot to be desired.

computers were then forgotten until last year when I seemed to be the only
father without a computer (or were the children the only ones without a
video games machine?) I had my own ideas on cost and use of a computer and
the Dragon 32 was purchased after careful selection confirmed by seeing it
connected and running a printer. Unfortunately the firm I purchased the
Dragon from went bankrupt and I spent months trying to find someone to supply
me with a cable and printer.

The day came when TELEWRITER was advertised and the old pioneering spirit
welled up again. After numerous phone calls I planned a trip, which left
me with a cable, printer and TELEWRITER from three different suppliers on
one 100 mile round trip, but I did find I had been over-enthusiastic when a
local dealer rang to say he had the TELEWRITER package I had ordered and I
had to explain that I had the package already.

Having obtained TELEWRITER, the manual was mastered with the aid of a
highlight pen (to enable skipping of the copious explanations on future
reference) and then the tutorial was mastered on the computer. The only
setback then occurred. TELEWRITER boasts three copie~ for different
printers and we eventually found, after trying each copy several times, that
the first copy worked, our problem being a loose plug to the printer.

Our first output was three letters almost identical and this is where
TELEWRITER can really payoff in time saved. Since then we have tackled
invitations, sponsor forms, office memos, complex diagrams and many letters
and reports. For addresses on envelopes we have set up a sample set of
data for printing self-adhesive continuous labels. As yet we have not used
TELEWRITER for program development but apart from the task of converting to
and from TELEWRITER format, I can see great possibilities for moving and
copying statements and locating variables, which cannot be done with the
Dragon 32 editor.

TELEWRITER offers some major technical improvements over anything else we
have used on the Dragon 32. First, I must commend the excellent method of
retrieving text, the ability to rewind the cassette to any point and
retrieve the next set of text or search forward to a specified text file
(without the annoying DRAGON 10 ERROR) is superb and gives you the facility
to pack report after report without having to rewind to the front of the
cassette. The 51 characters on the screen with true lower case is a major
advance and enables the letter or report to be seen almost as it will appear
when printed.
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TELEWRITER offers the normal facilities of most full screen editors, one
can move the cursor up and down the screen or along the line to be altered.
Characters can be added to or deleted from the text, blocks of text can be
copied from one part of the report to another and blocks of text can be
deleted. The search facility enables you not only to find words or phrases
but to have them selectively changed to another value; thus a letter to
Tom can quickly be changed to one to Dick and Harry. If a word does not
fit into the 51 character screen line, wordwrap takes the word on to the
next line whilst you are typing it.

When it comes to printing text, TELEWRITER provides three versions for
different printers. You can alter the 51 character lines on the screen to
the width of your printer and the words are automatically fitted into the
new line width. You can specify in the text that a new page is to be
started, you can vary the width of margins throughout the text and you can
specify double width characters and any other options your printer allows
for. Just one word of warning here; make a note that you can refer back
to when you have mastered embedded format codes. I had to relearn the
technique the second time I tried it.

Before I mention the minor drawbacks of TELEWRITER and the Dragon 32 com-
bination, I would recommend Keith and steven Brain's review in Popular
Computing Weekly 10-16 March, 1983 and Keith's article "Dragon's Printing
Pleasures" in Dragon User, May 1983.

The power of TELEWRITER shows up some of the advantages on which I based
my decision to buy the Dragon 32 in a new light. You soon begin to
realise that the Dragon's beautiful full size keyboard cannot perform
uniformly at the speed of TELEWRITER and the high resolution screen is not
as high resolution as one could hope for. These shortcomings require
careful study of the text you have created to check for missing letters.

The only fault I can find with the TELEWRITER package itself is the ref-
erence to the unseen "CR" character throughout the tutorial and the
implications of it not being shown on the screen can cause an extra line
to be deleted. The IBM PC gets round this problem by making the unseen
"CR" visible.

TELEWRITER and the Dragon 32 are an excellent combination. I can recommend
TELEWRITER to anyone with a Dragon 32 and a printer (providing you can get
the connecting cable). And, as for the Dragon 32, if anyone has one for
sale at half price, please let me know because computer time's fully booked
in our house:

II. S. Clark,
1, Cumberland Gardens,

Castle Bytham,
Grantham,

Lincs. NG33 4SQ.

And now the bad news ....

Can you or any of your millions (?) of avid readers solve a problem for me?

Having pawned the cat and starved the budgie to raise the necessary fortune,
I recently (well, last week) purchased a copy of "Telewriter" from that well
known firm of philanthropic geniuses, The Dragon Dungeon. However, there
seems to be a major disaster in the program, because although it works
perfectly as a processor, it appears to be unable to recognise any file
saved to tape from it. It will input the "demo" file from tape faultlessly,
but refuses to input anything that it has saved (or has it??) to tape itself.
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Before I get submerged under the usual deluge of advice on loading and
saving methods, I ought to say that Dragon, Printer and Recorder all work
perfectly with every other program or routine I've used or written and have
never given any trouble at all.

The most curious point, to me at least, is that the program file will not
even "I/O", merely acts as though whatever it has "saved" is unreadable
garbage.

If anyone has any ideas, please help!! I phoned "Dungeon", who were unable
to help and am awaiting a reply from Microdeal, but meanwhile I have
fifty quids worth of useless bloody tape!!!!

If it helps anyone find a solution, the computer is an early Dragon 32,
the Printer is a C.P.80 (like the new Epson, but better!) and the Recorder
is a modified Tandy C.T.R.56.

Yours, in a filthy temper,

P. R. Grade,
93, Lorna Rd.,

Hove,
Sussex.

************************************************************************

DRAGON TIPS

Every month The Dragon Dungeon will give software
to the value of £15.00 for the best tip sent in to
"Dragon's Teeth." Tips don't have to relate to
programming alone and can cover any subject of
potential assistance to a Dragon owner.

Winners can select the software of their choice.

************************************************************************

OFFERS
We have decided to introduce a regular monthly offer of 2 program tapes
(to a maximum value of £15.00 per tape) at 10% off, together with 10% off
any number of hardware items. Unfortunately, we are unable to give special
offers on books, since the margins on these will not allow it. Postage
on tapes and hardware is free to members, although, again, we will have to
charge postage (where applicable) on books.

***********************************************************************

The light down here in the Dungeon is
pretty dim and we may have misread your
name or address. If this issue arrives
with your name misspelt or the address
incorrect, please let us know so that we
can amend the mailing list. Thanks!
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REVIEW
SCANNER 13 (BAMBY SOFTWARE)

by Richard Silcock

The review copy of this game was supplied by Dungeon Software prior to
the commercial launch. The cassette came with a standard Bamby insert
(with a,colourful little "Bambi") and the tape appeared to be good quality,
loading every time without problems. No instructions or scenario was
indicated prior to loading, although this might not be the case with the
final presentation.

A series of text screens set the game scene and the flavour of the game is
set by the following storyline:

"Legend tells how, long ago, bio-mechanical beings from space attacked
earth. Men called them Flutter Drones. They hunted man to feed on his
flesh and the struggle was long and hard. Finally, they were driven back
into space, but the earth was left cityless - every city having been
vapourised by air mines launched by the larger Master Drone leader.

Earth's survivors built one massive city and installed a defence system
against the Drones - a network of towers, each with a Scanner, designed to
detect and destroy Drone packs, with minimum risk to human life. Citizens
with the highest I.Q. were chosen to stand vigil in these lofty spires ...
but the Drones never returned.

Now centuries have passed and man's memory has faded. Of all the Scanners
only one remains to stand as an aged, decaying monument to the Drone Wars ....

Yet, never was the need for Scanners greater,for the Drones have returned
and even now the Master Drone feasts on human flesh. You alone have
entered the Scanner Tower and discovered a glimmer of energy left in its
old circuits. Now you must learn its secrets to master its incredible
power. You alone sit at Scanner 13.

The city must be defended. Its people must be saved from the Master Drone
and the three Flutter Drone aides. Do you have the intelligence to
interpret the X-ray data and the reaction time to intercept the deadly
air mines? Do you have the steel nerve to stand quiet when the Master
Drone sends forth its probes to locate the source of the radiation emitted
by your Scannerbeam?

The Scanners were created in man's image - they too can reason. Are you
equal to its data messages? Can you avoid killing innocent citizens, yet
destroy the Drones?"

After a chance to set the level of game difficulty (novice, average,
expert), you are introduced to the main Scanner menu. No details are
given and, as per the scenario, you are on your own to discover just how the
controls work. It would spoil the game to reveal too much, but the main
choices (selected by a single key) are:

A - Advice on control system
S - Selective scanning (Entering a figure will swing the scanner

to a precise bearing.)
D - Defence shields
F - Fire laser cannon
G - General scenario (Go back to text screens)
H - Hunt (Probe beam for air mines. It is necessary to pinpoint

mines for the laser to lock on)
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x - X-ray scan (the hi-res X-ray view, which is 360 degrees, must be
interpreted by experience)

The left and right arrow keys provide 360 degree autoscan control left and
right.

Two further control indicators appear on the scan-view, when this is called.
First, remaining energy, indicated by a horizontal red bar. Secondly,
a central block containing the scan bearing. It should be noted that
every control drains energy, but only experience will indicate the relative
energy consumption (which varies from control to control, with laser fire
unsurprisingly draining most.)

The view of the city is impressive (an example of colourful, high density,
skyscraper development!), with a fair feeling of realism when the Master
Drone probe beam starts to flicker over your screen - searching for the
Scanner. Everything is in real time (the speed of the action set by the
initial option menu) and there's little doubt that your first reactions to
a Scanner air mine alert will be too slow to lock on your laser before
the city is vapourised.

Again, little can be said about the strategies or events, without spoiling
the game (you are, after all, operating "unfamiliar" electronics.) However,
two Scanner reports after lasering suspected Flutter Drone positions give
something of the flavour:

a)"You stupid ****! Innocent citizens kilied.
denied. Lock off." (The game then ended!)

Scanner control

b) "Human remains cremated. Master Drone has eaten here."

Another incident in trial games raised the adrenal in when the Master Drone
located the Scanner building and a series of reports described his (its?)
entry and movement up the tower. The final report noting that M.D. was
"directly behind you" was followed by a terse "goodbye!" and the blanking
of the screen (and end of game.)

A simulation game, in the same sense as, say, the 747 flight program,
Scanner 13 has strengths and weaknesses, but overall was as much fun as
"Star Trek". Quite good value at £8'4-5"

Presentation ...............•. 6
Entry Complexity ...•......•.. 7
Play Complexity 8
Play Balance .....•........... 7
Interest Level ..............• 7
Overall Rating 7

***********************************************************************

INFORMATION EXCHANGE

Colin Reed of 231, Longfield Road, Darlington, Durham, DL3 ORU, has
suggested that we should draw up a list of members'interests to facilitate
the exchange of ideas and correspondence. He recommends that members
should put their particular interests (e.g. machine code, Data File
programming, FORTH, etc.) on a postcard and send the card in to The
Dungeon for collation.

O.K. - it's up to YOU!

***********************************************************************
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New Tapes
A positive flood of new Dragon programs is approaching our shores from the
U.S.A. (CoCo conversions), together with a similar flush of new U.K. soft-
ware. Amongst the goodies will be:

Available 1st July ex Microdeal

'Frogger'-(at last!) - Currently No.1 CoCo program in the U.S.
'Shuttle'- The ultimate flight simulation, written by a NASA employee.
'Morocco Grand Prix' - The best motor racing game so far.
'Cuthbert goes Walkabout' - The Dragon's answer to Spectrum's Horace!

M/C arcade game.
'Composer' - A 4-voice music synthesiser.
(All the above at Microdeal's usual EB.OO)

Available 1st July ex Premier

Adventures: 'Adventure Plus'
'Caverns of Doom'
'House of Horrors'
'Dungeons of Death'
'Dragon Tower'

E7.95
E4.95
£4.95
E6.95
E7.95

Arcade Games: 'Spider'. Played on the arrow keys (auto-repeat built into
program.) Grid-Runner with a difference! As the puny male
spider, you must escape the amatory (and predatory) clutches
of the giant female, catching enough flies to keep your energy
up! E4.95
'Tank Battle' E4.95

Misc. Games: Cribbage (versus the Dragon) EB.95

Educational: Maths Games
Plant Ecology (Simulation)
Spelling
French Verbs (Irregular vbs)

E9.95
E5.95
E6.95
E5.95

We have also just received stocks of one of the best simulation games we
have ever played, S.F.A.'s 'Area Radar Controller' (E7.95) and the best M/C
submarine simulation game yet, Program Direct's 'Submarine Command' (E7.95).
The latter has two scenarios, one in the Baltic (with lots of shallows to
ram) and the other in the S.W. Atlantic.

Many others on the way, including Mike Meinek's great S.F. adventure 'Temple
of Zoren' (E6.95).
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COUSINS
THE U.S. 6809 SCENE

- Since we are running out of space, the 'Cousins' column will have to be
restricted to just a couple of news items this month. Sorry, but we'll
make it up next month!

- The D.M. spent an interesting day with Bob Liddil, the President of the
highly regarded U.S. software house 'Programmers' Guild.' Bob is busy
setting up a U.K. subsidiary (under the management of Graham Heywood of
Algray) to feed a regular diet of CoCo-based fodder to the English Dragons.
After an exciting session of viewing, we came to the conclusion that U.S.
programmers are at least a year ahead of the U.K. on the 6809, with M/C
graphics developed to Tom Mix ('Donkey King') standards.

Programmers' Guild was set up to make the international software market
available to individual programmers and Bob acts as an agent for many authors
placing the programs with publishers or launching them through P.G. them-
selves. We can pass on contact details to any members who think that their
tapes would sell in the U.S.A.!

- Suffice it to say that P.G. plan to launch around 40-50 'Dragonised' U.S.
tapes over the next few months. These will include their best-selling
'Magic Software Machine', a giant compilation tape of 50 programs, which
includes M/C gems such as 'Trenchmaster.' They will launch 'Ninja Warrior',
which we think will hit the No.1 arcade game spot, if anything does. This
fantastic game runs through no less than 17 (yes, seventeen!) screens, with
graphics even better than the Tom Mix specials. More details next month.

BOOKSHELF
Lack of space reduces 'Bookshelf' this month to a noticeboard, but reviews
will be included in the July issue of "Dragon's Teeth."

'Advanced BASIC for the Dragon' amd '6809 Assembler for the Dragon' have
both been delayed yet again. One is now two months late and the other
approaching six weeks overdue. Our guess is that the corrections sheets
grew to book-like proportions and a reprint proved necessary. The dist-
ributors John Wiley now expect publication "June", but when is anybody's
guess!

We know he writes for"Dragon's Teeth", but may we recommend Clive Gifford's
'Making the most of your Dragon' as a really first class manual supplement.
A review will be included in the July edition.

Latest books, expected shortly, include the Brain's superb 'Dragon Games
Master' (E5.95, Sunshine Press), an essential aid to all writing games
programs.

Although they are not new releases, we would note that the Dungeon will be
stocking Ian Sinclair's 'The Dragon 32' (E5.95) and the James/Gee/Ewbank
'The Dragon 32 Book of Games' (E5.95), both ex Granada. Granada will also
be sending 'The Dragon Programmer' shortly (E5.95). This book is aimed at
the beginner to programming and is intended as an alternative to the manual.
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COMPETITIONS
1 - 'CHAMPIONS' COMPETITION

Since only a few entries have been received to date, this competition has
been extended to July.

Witty Weekly Bulletins required!

2 - A YEAR'S FREE SOFTWARE - PART II

Sinc Clivehair was playing with figures on his micro, when he noticed
another strange thing. Using the digits 1 - 9, he could make up a number
and multiplication factor which gave an answer which also contained the
digits 1 - 9, e.g.

51,249,876 x 3
16,583,742 x 9

153,749,628
149,253,678

This month's problem is to find the number he used when using 6 as the
multiplier, so that, again, the answer contained the digits 1 - 9 (the'
number, of course, contained all the digits from 1 to 9, except 6.)

Save this number for the third and final part of the competition.

Zap's Bit
THE DUNGEON'S OWN PET DRAGON WRITES .....

The D.M. let me choose my own name, 'cos he sa.id that the only suitable ones
that he could think of couldn't be printed in a family newsletter! It's
pretty rotten not having a name and just being referred to as "it" (not even
"him". )

Lots of pungent and witty anagrams, including the masterpiece 'Nogard .
Noegnud' ('Dragon Dungeon' backwards) and the various combinations of Welsh
nomenclature (e.g. 'Dai Alogue.') Someone even suggested 'CoCo', which
wouldn't really please Tandy! We had 'Puff' (the Magic Dragon), "Du nd r a '
and one I rather liked 'Snog.' Paul wilton, out in the Gulf of Muscat,
suggested 'Smokey', since there's no smoke without fire and the Dragon 32
fires the imagination!

But the one I liked best and which is mine, all mine, from now on is 'Zap' -
short, snappy and matches my insatiable desire for machine code arcade games.
So next month 'Zap's Bit' will commence with a mini-review of the top
arcadian epics. Prize on the way to Mark Edwards of Uttoxeter.

Had to give a consolation prize to S.R. Halsall of Newport for his initiative,
His entry ran:

5 REM NAME THE DRAGON
10 CLS
20 NM$ = "DRAGON"
30 A = LEN(NM$)
40 TA = INT«32-A)/2)
50 PRINT TAB(ll )"MY NAME IS"
60 FOR LN = A TO 1 STEP -1
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70 PRINT@(64+TA+A-LN),MID$(NM$,LN,1)
BO NEXT

Try it and see!

M/C CORNER
It's all very well, promising to keep this column going, but with the space
available in this issue we can't tell you much this month! O.K., let's
start to look at "Flags" then.

The effect of a comparison instruction on the zero flag is straightforward
it switches it to 1 (meaning "true") or 0 (meaning "false"), depending on
whether the numbers being compared are the same or different. You will
recall that the 6B09 chip treats binary numbers with a 1 in the "left"
position (bit 7 of an 8-bit number, starting the count from bit 0 on the
right) as being negative. Now, if you want to carry out a subtraction in
binary, you either perform direct subtraction with borrows (corresponding to
the way you would subtract decimal numbers) or use the "twos complement"
method. The former is difficult, due to the necessity of keeping track of
the borrows and it is a good deal easier to use the twos complement method.

In this method, you first "switch" all the t ' s to 0's and all 0's to 1 's,
to get the "ones complement" and then add 1 to get the "twos complement."
The next step is to add the twos complement of the number to be subtracted
(the twos complement is, effectively, its negative), i.e.

equals.
equals

00001000 - 00000111
00001000 + 11111001
00000001 (plus a Garry).

Now, for the 6B09 the carry would be the opposite to the 1, which you might
expect and if you use the twos complement method, you should always
remember tb complement the resulting carry.

Following addition, subtraction or comparison, the sign flag will be the
same as the leftmost bit of the result (bit 7, you remember), with 0
meaning positive and 1 meaning negative.

The carry flag is used to record the carry from the leftmqst bit and this is
all you will need in unsigned binary arithmetic. In signed arithmetic,
however, the sign and carry flags are not enough to tell you whether the'
result has the correct sign.

More of this next month, when the wonderful world o~ machine code shows how
the addition of two negative binary numbers results in a positive result!

Published by DUNGEON SOFTWARE, P.O. Box 4, Ashbourne, Derbyshire.
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